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This issue, the first in four years, concludes Steve MacIsaac's "Unpacking" graphic novel. Starting in Shirtlifter #3,
"Unpacking" follows Matt, a gay graphic designer living in Vancouver. Newly-single after the sudden dissolution of an
eight-year relationship, Matt is living in a new apartment he can't seem to quite move into, and is wary of becoming
involved with anyone ever again. His commitment to remaining single is challenged when he begins spending time with
Connor, an Australian-ex pat who identifies as straight, is married to a woman, and seems to be the only person capable
of cutting through Matt's defenses. Also features new stories from Jon Macy and Eric Kostiuk Williams. 100 pages, color.
True Homosexual Military Stories Volume 4
Celebrate the remarkable stories, events, and landmarks of the global LGBTQ+ movement with this inspirational and
empowering infographic guide to the path toward equality throughout history. There have been many ups and downs
during the long and arduous fight for LGBTQ+ rights all over the world, but it helps to have a visual and joyful timeline of
events to see just how far the movement has come. Queerstory is an accessible infographic of the global LGBTQ+
movement over the past 100 years that provides the perfect overview of all the significant people and events that
changed the course of history. Telling a visual story through graphically represented statistics, key dates and events,
quotes, and facts about rights, campaigns, and queer pioneers, this easy-to-read and inspiring guide is sure to provide a
jolt of empowerment for the next generation of LGBTQ+ activists and allies.
Check out the further adventures of Coley - the blond, voodoo god bi-boy with lusty cum hither looks and an outrageous
appetite for sex and adventure - as he takes on anyone who gets in teh way of his free-wheelin', free lovin' lifestyle.
MeatmenAn Anthology of Gay Male Comics
The successful book is now in softcover! The name Zack rings loud throughout the gay world as one of the foremost
creators of erotic imagery. It's not often that you find an artist who has such an incredible sense of both stirring
storytelling and accurate anatomy. Zack - The Art gives you a comprehensive overview of the work of a gay art icon.
True Gay Encounters Volume 1
Chuck Carter is a mild-mannered slaughterer of cows at The Beef meat processing plant. But when the object of his affections is
pursued across a strawberry patch by a mad cow, Chuck takes on the mantle of THE BEEF. Collects THE BEEF #1-5
Newest in the series of gay male adult comics, volume 26 follows the approach of the best-selling volume 24 by concentrating on
comics with leather and S&M themes. Contirbutors include The Hun, Osze, Stepan Zubinski, Donelan, Farrady and others.
How did a lifeless, concrete bunker in the inner city come to be a cornerstone of the underground music scene? How did a club
stuck between nowhere foster an atmosphere of creativity and promote a vibrant music scene ready to explode? Simply: with
dedication, drive and passion. The story of City Gardens is a multifaceted tale of community, history and, tradition. While one man,
the inimitable Randy Now, is credited (and rightly so) with growing and cultivating the scene at the Gardens, it took a community of
freaks, weirdoes, and misfits to truly make it a home. No Slam Dancing, No Stage Diving, No Spikes is the story of how that
bunker became an oasis for wayward iconoclasts and cultural outcasts while witnessing some of the most compelling
performances in music history. Told through the memories of bands, bouncers, stage management, bartenders, and fans-as well
as the man who oversaw it all-No Slam Dancing is part history, part sociological study, and part legend. It is a document of times
and events that occurred during the last great music age before technology changed everything. Over the course of hundreds of
interviews, the authors pull together the narrative City Gardens during its nearly-20-year run. Whether they were the New Wavecrazed dancers who populated 90 Cent Dance Nights, or the punks and skins who caused mayhem during the hardcore shows,
they were the ones who made every event a happening and every show something to behold. The individual memories merge to
tell the story of a city, of a scene, and of the indomitable force of creativity.
Essays, fiction, and poetry originally published by Gay sunshine journal and Gay Sunshine Press.
The definitive resource for understanding what coding is, designed for educators and parents Even though the vast majority of
teachers, parents, and students understand the importance of computer science in the 21st century, many struggle to find
appropriate educational resources. Don't Teach Coding: Until You Read This Book fills a gap in current knowledge by explaining
exactly what coding is and addressing why and how to teach the subject. Providing a historically grounded, philosophically
sensitive description of computer coding, this book helps readers understand the best practices for teaching computer science to
their students and their children. The authors, experts in teaching computer sciences to students of all ages, offer practical insights
on whether coding is a field for everyone, as opposed to a field reserved for specialists. This innovative book provides an overview
of recent scientific research on how the brain learns coding, and features practical exercises that strengthen coding skills. Clear,
straightforward chapters discuss a broad range of questions using principles of computer science, such as why we should teach
students to code and is coding a science, engineering, technology, mathematics, or language? Helping readers understand the
principles and issues of coding education, this book: Helps those with no previous background in computer science education
understand the questions and debates within the field Explores the history of computer science education and its influence on the
present Views teaching practices through a computational lens Addresses why many schools fail to teach computer science
adequately Explains contemporary issues in computer science such as the language wars and trends that equate coding with
essential life skills like reading and writing Don't Teach Coding: Until You Read This Book is a valuable resource for K-12
educators in computer science education and parents wishing to understand the field to help chart their children’s education path.
True Homosexual Military Stories Volume 5
Hard to Swallow Comics was launched with a simple premise: that erotic comics should be great stories as well as being sexy.
Now, out-of-print, the series ran from 2006 to 2009 and featured everything from werewolves and skater ghosts to pirates and porn
stars.

Over 35 writers are featured in this pioneering book discussing how they integrate being gay and their spirituality as
Buddhists.
". . . romantic and pure comics that set our hearts on fire.” –– GEEK.COM As seen on The Daily Dot, Engadget, Pride,
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i09 and more, the Dream Daddy comics are now collected in a trade paperback! Oni Press presents Dream Daddy, a
comics series based on the acclaimed Game Grumps visual novel video game! Dream Daddy: A Dad Dating Simulator
invites the player to Maple Bay, where they play as a single Dad new to town and eager to romance other hot Dads. The
comic series tells five standalone stories, each focused on different Maple Bay Dads, their kids, and their relationships
with one another. Dive into entirely new stories featuring the backstories and adventures of your favorite Dads, told by
game co-creators Leighton Gray and Vernon Shaw, along with the comic industry's top indie talent like C. Spike Trotman,
Josh Trujillo, and Kris Anka!
First published in 1969, this book presents a one-volume anthology of Charles Booth’s Life and Labour of the People in
London, the classic early study of the poor in the urban environment. The original text consists of a vast compendium of
descriptions of families, homes, streets, conditions of work, cultural and religious practices, much of it illustrated with
charts, maps and statistics — giving the public an idea of the dimensions and meaning of poverty. The editors have
selected the extracts in this book for their vividness, readability and intrinsic interest, and their introduction conveys the
context of 1880s London — relating Booth’s investigations to contemporary concerns.
A collection of the best gay and lesbian cartoonists in America today, compiled from the 12-issue comic series Gay
Comix and other national and regional gay periodicals.
No Straight Lines showcases major names such as Alison Bechdel, Howard Cruse, and Ralf Koenig (one of Europe’s
most popular cartoonists), as well as high-profile, crossover creators who have dabbled in LGBT cartooning, like
legendary NYC artist David Wojnarowicz and media darling and advice columnist Dan Savage. No Straight Lines also
spotlights many talented creators who never made it out of the queer comics ghetto, but produced amazing work that
deserves wider attention. Queer cartooning encompasses some of the best and most interesting comics of the last four
decades, with creators tackling complex issues of identity and a changing society with intelligence, humor, and
imagination. This book celebrates this vibrant artistic underground by gathering together a collection of excellent stories
that can be enjoyed by all. Until recently, queer cartooning existed in a parallel universe to the rest of comics, appearing
only in gay newspapers and gay bookstores and not in comic book stores, mainstream bookstores or newspapers. The
insular nature of the world of queer cartooning, however, created a fascinating artistic scene. LGBT comics have been an
uncensored, internal conversation within the queer community, and thus provide a unique window into the hopes, fears,
and fantasies of queer people for the last four decades. These comics have forged their aesthetics from the influences of
underground comix, gay erotic art, punk zines, and the biting commentaries of drag queens, bull dykes, and other
marginalized queers. They have analyzed their own communities, and their relationship with the broader society. They
are smart, funny, and profound. No Straight Lines has been heralded by people interested in comics history, and people
invested in LGBT culture will embrace it as a unique and invaluable collection.
The complete series 1979–1983, twenty-two issues of hardcore punk history in one loud, fast volume. Introductory
essays by Tesco Vee, Dave Stimson, Steve Miller, Henry Rollins, Keith Morris, Peter Davis, Henry Owings, Byron Coley,
Corey Rusk, John Brannon, and Ian MacKaye.
The freewheelin', freelovin', bi-boy is back on the set of a Louisana porno film. Ready to take on anybody who is horny
and willing enough to get their hands on this big hunk o' burnin' love.
This book offers a lively and unorthodox analysis of Nietzsche by examining a neglected aspect of his scholarly
personality--his sense of humor. While often thought of as ponderous and melancholy, the Nietzsche of Higgins's study is
a surprisingly subtle and light-hearted writer. She presents a close reading of The Gay Science to show how the
numerous literary risks that Nietzsche takes reveal humor to be central to his project. Higgins argues that his use of
humor is intended to dislodge readers from their usual, somber detachment and to incite imaginative thinking.
Eric Orner’s groundbreaking comic strip, “The Mostly Unfabulous Social Life of Ethan Green”, debuted in 1990 and
appeared in papers in a hundred cities across the US, Canada and the UK. Now, for the first time, every subversive,
laugh-out-loud funny, and occasionally surreal episode from the gay everyman’s 15 years in print is in one deluxe
collection. Includes behind-the-scenes stories from the author, bonus strips, and a foreword by New York Times
bestselling author David Ebershoff. Released by Northwest Press, which has been publishing quality LGBT-inclusive
comics and graphic novels since 2010.
Hard Times Anthology
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine. Established in 1967, it is the
oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United States.
Covert Operations: Alpha is a Sci-Fi Drama, which follows several characters after a failed covert operation. Spy is one of
the main characters. After his failed attempt to steal information from a genetics company, his friend is killed during the reattempted theft. The theft and the death set off a chain of events that will involve most of the key players in Chicago, and
bring dozens to their death as well as making many more wishing that they were dead. Mix in some magic, high
technology and some cosmic involvements, and you have one volatile ride. Hold on and enjoy.
Newest in the famous series of gay erotic comics and cartoons, including work by Gerard Donelan, Zack, Farrady, John
Blackburn and others. With enticing drawings of muscle-bound men accompanying stories of raw and unexpected desire,
as well as many humorous strips and panels, this volume of 'Meatmen' has it all.
In 1953, Rodney Garland's The Heart in Exile was published, marking the first time a gay sleuth was featured in a novel.
Although nearly ten years would pass before another figure of this kind would appear in print, such characters have
increased significantly in the years since. Providing a context for this unique subgenre, scholar Drewey Wayne Gunn
examines the history of the gay male sleuth - from its beginnings in that first novel, through the pulp novels of the 60s and
70s, and then into mainstream works that continue into the 21st century. In his overview, Gunn argues that the cognitive
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processes the sleuth must follow in order to solve the mystery function as a paradigm of the stages of self-actualization
all gay men go through in order to achieve wholeness. The second part of this volume is an annotated bibliography listing
books with gay and bisexual sleuths and secret agents that appeared between 1953 and 2004. Also included are
annotated lists of other books of interest (1929-2004), books where the gay sleuth has only a supporting role, does not
self-identify as gay (but seems to qualify as homosexual or bisexual), ends up in a homoerotic relationship, or is involved
in a more psychological question rather than a true mystery. The third section is an annotated bibliography listing films
and videos with gay sleuths that appeared from 1966-2004, along with other films and videos of similar interest, from
1948 to 2004. The author provides a list of relevant critical and bibliographical resources as well as a list of the Lambda
Literary Awards finalists from 1988 thru 2004. The index lists all titles, writers, and sleuths. With more than 600 novels,
over 100 movies, and nearly 20 television or video series, this is the most comprehensive bibliography ever assembled
on this unique subgenre.
Having featured the most popular hawker foods and zi char dishes in their first two cookbooks, the MeatMen now share a brand
new collection of their personal favourites in this third cookbook. Living in Singapore where they get to savour the best that
Chinese, Malay, Indian, Eurasian and Peranakan (Nyonya) cuisines have to offer, the MeatMen’s favourites include some of the
most awesome dishes from these different cultures. From succulent Chinese braised duck, flavourful Malay nasi kerabu (mixed
rice salad), mouthwatering Indian tandoori chicken and buttery Eurasian sugee (semolina) cake to the quintessential Nyonya chap
chye (stewed mixed vegetables), the dishes are all recreated in the MeatMen’s usual effortless style, without the need for fancy
cooking tools, kitchen equipment or special skills — just immense passion for what they do best! So put on your apron and get
cooking with the MeatMen today!
Although haiku is well known throughout the world, few outside Japan are familiar with its precursor, haikai (comic linked verse).
Fewer still are aware of the role played by the Chinese Daoist classics in turning haikai into a respected literary art form. Bash?
and the Dao examines the haikai poets’ adaptation of Daoist classics, particularly the Zhuangzi, in the seventeenth century and
the eventual transformation of haikai from frivolous verse to high poetry. The author analyzes haikai’s encounter with the
Zhuangzi through its intertextual relations with the works of Bash? and other major haikai poets, and also the nature and
characteristics of haikai that sustained the Zhuangzi’s relevance to haikai poetic construction. She demonstrates how the haikai
poets’ interest in this Daoist work was rooted in the intersection of deconstructing and reconstructing the classical Japanese
poetic tradition. Well versed in both Chinese and Japanese scholarship, Qiu explores the significance of Daoist ideas in Bash?’s
and others’ conceptions of haikai. Her method involves an extensive hermeneutic reading of haikai texts, an in-depth analysis of
the connection between Chinese and Japanese poetic terminology, and a comparison of Daoist traits in both traditions. The result
is a penetrating study of key ideas that have been instrumental in defining and rediscovering the poetic essence of haikai verse.
Bash? and the Dao adds to an increasingly vibrant area of academic inquiry—the complex literary and cultural relations between
Japan and China in the early modern era. Researchers and students of East Asian literature, philosophy, and cultural criticism will
find this book a valuable contribution to cross-cultural literary studies and comparative aesthetics.
Writer Garth Ennis's violent, scabrous journey across America's religious landscape continues in this fifth volume. Preacher Jesse
Custer's dark journey to find God, accompanied by his gun-toting girlfriend and Irish vampire buddy, continues as Jesse becomes
the sheriff of a troubled Texas town. Then, he decides it's high time to renew his quest to find God and hold him accountable for all
of his actions. But before he can continue down that path, he must reunite with his girlfriend, Tulip.
A stately collection gathering the highlights of gay comic art, painting and drawing. Whether comic strip or pin-up, with text or
completely without words, in colour or in b/w - this book presents an exciting cross-section of this young and dynamic branch of
gay art. Many big names, as well as yet unknown talent, show off their expertise on 352 pages filled to bursting.
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